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based on or based off which is right merriam webster May 12 2024
learn the difference between the common phrases based on and based off and how they are used in different contexts find out why based on is the
preferred choice and how based off has become more popular in recent decades

how to use based on in a sentence breaking down usage Apr 11 2024
in a creative or artistic context based on typically signifies that a work of art such as a movie book or play draws inspiration or takes its premise from a
specific source it implies that the creative work is an adaptation interpretation or reimagining of the original material

what s the difference between based off vs based on Mar 10 2024
based on is the correct choice between the two in writing though the phrase based off of could also be used in conversation and informal
communication we ll explain the difference between the two why based on is preferred by most writers and provide examples of how to use both
phrases

descriptive grammar base on vs based on english language Feb 09 2024
in the most common usage base is a transitive verb one bases something on something else active whereas something is based on something else
passive in other words generally native speakers think of base as requiring a direct object as well as an indirect object base sth on sth in this view our
lives cannot base on norms

is there any difference between based on and on the basis of Jan 08 2024
learn how to use based on and on the basis of correctly in english sentences see examples explanations and answers from language experts and users
on stack exchange

base something on something cambridge english dictionary Dec 07 2023
learn the meaning and usage of the phrasal verb base something on something which means to use facts or ideas to develop something or to create a
work based on something else see examples synonyms and translations in different languages



base on phrasal verb definition pictures pronunciation Nov 06 2023
base on phrasal verb base something on upon something usually passive to use an idea a fact a situation etc as the point from which something can be
developed what are you basing this theory on be based on something the maps are based on satellite data

based on definition meaning merriam webster Oct 05 2023
is it based on or based off based on the evidence based on is the preferred choice

based on the article english examples in context ludwig Sep 04 2023
the expression based on the article is correct and usable in written english you might use it when you want to indicate that a statement or opinion is
derived from an article

based on the above english examples in context ludwig Aug 03 2023
high quality example sentences with based on the above in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write
better in english

based on the following english examples in context ludwig Jul 02 2023
the phrase based on the following is correct and usable in written english you can use it to introduce a list of items facts or data that you re referencing
or using to make an argument for example based on the following data we can conclude that the new policy is beneficial

on the basis of definition meaning merriam webster Jun 01 2023
the meaning of on the basis of is according to based on how to use on the basis of in a sentence

based on in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for based on Apr 30 2023
what s the definition of based on in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence examples define based on meaning and usage



difference between based in and based on wordreference Mar 30 2023
when something abstract is based in something it is based loosely in the general principles of it and may take creative license with it when something
abstract is based on something it is built on the solid foundation provided and extends it more or less without changing it

what is another word for based on wordhippo Feb 26 2023
here s a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead contexts verb of an opinion or conclusion to have established on of a work or
style of work to have derived from to have entrenched in preposition as stated or attested by

based on synonyms 571 words and phrases for based on Jan 28 2023
another way to say based on synonyms for based on other words and phrases for based on

40 synonyms antonyms for based on thesaurus com Dec 27 2022
find 40 different ways to say based on along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

based on idioms by the free dictionary Nov 25 2022
to ground something such as one s opinion decision or thinking on someone or something to found one s ideas or attitude on something upon is more
formal and less commonly used than on i base my opinion on many many facts i based my opinion upon my own seasoned judgment

supreme court rejects bid to trademark trump too small Oct 25 2022
june 13 2024 1 53 p m et the supreme court on thursday rejected a california lawyer s attempt to trademark the phrase trump too small the decision
was unanimous on the bottom line

how we re implementing the national plan to end gender based Sep 23 2022
on may 25 2023 the biden harris administration published the united states first ever national plan to end gender based violence laying out whole of
government action steps that will move us closer to ending gender based violence in the u s to fulfill the vision of the national plan agencies across the
federal government committed to
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